Technical Seminar on 8 June 2018
Sharing on IoT Application in Facilities Management
Organized by: Building Services Operation and Maintenance Executives Society
Reported by Ir WL WONG
A technical seminar of sharing on Internet of Things
(IoT) Application in Facilities Management was
successfully conducted at the Hong Kong
Polytechnic University on 8 June 2018. The seminar
received overwhelming response from full house of
participants up to 150.

experience of improving the office premises
efficiency and creating the smart parking through
IoT by the smart hardware, software and supporting
service. In addition, Mr. Lau introduced some smart
devices using for safety, security, critical
communication, etc.

Technical seminar on 8 June 2018 at with full house of participants
up to 150.

Before the commencement of seminar, Ir Chris
TING, Vice President of BSOMES delivered the
opening address and introduced the topics of sharing
on IoT Application in Facilities Management. In
addition, Ir TING, on behalf of the event organisers,
presented souvenirs to the honourable speakers.

Mr. Hilton WONG introduced the means of IoT and the standard for
IoT connectivity.

Mr. Simon LAU shared the experience in application of IoT.
On behalf of the BSOMES, Vice President Ir Chris TING delivered
the opening address and introduction to all participants

Firstly, Mr. Hilton WONG, Assistant Vice President,
Bid & Solutions Consulting, Commercial Group of
CSL Mobile Limited, introduced the means of IoT
and the standard for IoT connectivity by LTE-M
and NB-IoT network characters to optimise network
efficiency with Deepening Coverage, Lowing
Power, and Enhancing Resources Management. As
a result, IoT provided the solutions by integrating
the sensor deployment, tracking, data visualization,
data analytics and prediction to achieve the
application and business development.
Secondly, Mr. Simon LAU, Assistant Vice
President, Solutions Development, Commercial
Group, CSL Mobile Limited, shared the successful

BSOMES and CSL Mobile took a group photo after the seminar.

Finally, the seminar was completed successfully and
all participants had enjoyed the fruitful evening. On
behalf of the BSOMES, we would like to express
our sincere thanks to all speakers and helpers for
their great efforts being exerted on this event.

